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M e e t i n g  f o r  S t u d e n t ’s  F i l m  C o u r s e
Several student-designed courses in the art of the film 
are being proposed for next year. It may be possible to 
have a course similar to this term’s film course for fall 
term, but there must be a display of sincere student inter­
est. If there is to be such a course, there needs to be a 
meeting for those interested in taking this student-design 
in film. For those desiring to be in such a film course 
please meet Sunday night, May 30th, at 9:00 in Riverview 
Lounge. For further information contact Todd Coryell, 
Andy Kalnow, or Paul Smith.
M i n g ’s  P r e s e n t a t i o n s
On June 1st, professor James Ming, instructor in theory 
and composition at the Conservatory, will attend the pre­
miere performance of his “Summer Music.” The composi­
tion was commissioned by the Women’s Chorale at Wayne 
State University in Detroit, Michigan. It will be featured 
in the June Chorale under the direction of Dennis Tini.
On June 3rd, the Lawrence University Choir, under the 
direction of Karle Erickson, will perform another of Ming’s 
compositions entitled ‘‘Missa Brevis” for choir and brass 
sextet in a joint concert with the Lawrence Symphony Band. 
The choir and band will be performing several selections 
separately and will join forces for Norman Lockwood’s “The 
Closing Doxology.”
O u t w a r d  B o u n d  P r o g r a m
Anyone interested in organizing or participating in an 
Outward Bound Program on the Lawrence campus, should 
attend a meeting on Thursday, June 3, 1971, at 7:30 p.m., 
in Riverview Lounge. This is being conducted under the 
auspices of the Human Relations Committee.
F i l m s  N e e d e d  f o r  F i l m - S h o w i n g
A showing of Lawrence student films is planned for the 
weekend of June 4th and 5th in the Coffee House. If any­
one would like their films shown during the program, please 
contact Andy Kalnow, ext. 300.
X a n a d u  i n  L i t u r g y
For an experience in Celebrative Worship, All Saints 
Episcopal Church invites the Lawrence Community to see 
Xanadu perform liturgical dance at the 9:15 a.m. Eucharist 
on June 6th.
C o n s e r v a t o r y  A w a r d  W i n n e r s
Awards were presented to three students in the Con­
servatory of Music at an Award Day Convocation recently.
Sandra Ewig was named winner of the Charles Faul- 
haber Scholarship Award, presented annually to a junior 
in the field of music education.
Pi Kappa Lambda national music honorary society pre­
sented its freshman award for outstanding scholarship to 
Margaret E. Schmidt. Recipient of the Pi Kappa Lambda 
sophomore award for outstanding scholarship was Stanley 
Day.
R a l p h  L a n e
Ralph Lane, dean of the Conservatory of Music, will again 
serve as conductor of the Wheaton, Illinois Summer Sym­
phony Orchestra. Lane wa,s- appointed conductor of the or­
chestra in 1970.
M i c h a e l  L a M a r c a
Michael J. LaMarca, associate professor of biology, will 
conduct research at the Marine Biological Laboratory at 
Woods Hole, Mass., this summer. LaMarca has been noti­
fied that his application for research has been accepted and 
that he has received a travel grant and stipend for his pro­
ject from the National Institute of Health.
Proposal on comprehensives 
presented to administration
by Roseann Kacheris
“Hie comprehensive examina­
tion stands as the most contro­
versial and, potentially, the most 
rewarding facet of a Lawrence 
education.” So begins a proposal 
on comprehensive revision which 
calls for ‘‘an effective, creative 
alternative to the present com­
prehensive program.” The revis­
ion proposal has been submitted 
to Thomas Headrick, vice-presi­
dent for academic affanrs, and it 
will be defended before the Com­
mittee on Instructions early in 
June.
The proposal is an outgrowth 
of a general dissatisfaction with 
the present state of comprehen­
sives, made more evident this 
spring as many seniors were con­
fronted with the experience. A 
petition was circulated which 
favored the position of establish­
ing an alternative to the present 
program; a second petition ex­
pressing dissatisfaction with com­
prehensives, was also released.
Almost 70% of the student body 
agreed to both petitions. Four per 
tent of these were tc tally against 
comprehensives. Approximately 
67% of the seniors and 64% of 
the juniors signed the petition in 
favor of an^  alternative program 
With such a consensus supporting 
them, a group of students drew 
by the proposal for comprehen­
sive revision.
The proposal outlines two bas­
ic pioblems in the present sys­
tem. The first is that the valoe 
of four years of college experi­
ence cannot he adequately meas­
ured in one examination. The 
second point of disagreement is 
that seniors preparing for r.on- 
crediit examinations cannot main­
tain the quality of their work 
in current courses.
Statements from The Report of 
the Select Committee on Planning 
are cited in the proposal. ‘ These 
examinations 'inevitably reflect 
the competence of Lawrence’s 
faculty and the effectiveness of 
the school’s curricular am use­
ment.” The revision proposal
points to the requirement of a 
minimum gradepoirft, overall and 
departmental as a means to con­
trol the academic quality of grad- 
utes and to preserve the integ­
rity of the faculty and fhe uni­
versity.
As an alternative to the present 
administration of comprehen­
sives, the proposed revision sug­
gests the possibility of a one- 
credit course designed by stu­
dents and faculty in each depart­
ment The course would be a 
graduation requirement as the 
present comprehensives are, and 
it could take the form of a sem­
inar or a tutorial. Such a course 
might culminate in preferably a 
more creative application of a 
student's knowledge and skills 
in his major field tljan is found 
under the present system. The 
proposal offers the idea of a 
paper, a student-run seminar, a 
one-act play or an art-exhibit as 
possible culminating activities. 
The main idea is that the com­
prehensive “ be structured in a 
form mutually agreeable to fac­
ulty and students.” This would 
not be a coercive program as the 
appropriate accommodations 
could be made in each depart­
ment.
If the Committee on Instruc­
tions accepts this proposed re­
vision, the proposal will be pre­
sented to the faculty. Seeing as 
the one remaining fnculty meet- 
'ing of this year will be conem- 
ed with business on graduation, it 
wild not be until next fall that 
the proposal can be presented to 
them. Since most of those stu­
dents involved in organizing the 
proposals are now seniors peo­
ple are needed to continue the 
work next fall Those interested 
should contact Marge Stroebel or 
Liz Griffin.
If the proposal on revision does 
reach the faculty next fail, there 
stiill remains the possibility that 
it would be tabled indefinitely. 
Thus the need exists for students 
to communicate their ideas to 
individual faculty members.
P i  S i g m a
The following sophomore women have been elected to 
Pi Sigma, a Mortar Board sponsored honorary organization, 
on the basis of scholarship and leadership: Charlotte Wilson, 
Mary Revelt, Cynthia Percak, Jean Nocerini, Jeanne Trochta, 
Pamela Van Zyl, Jean McWethy, Lynn Trepel, Vicki Nau- 
schultz, Ann Bahr, Mary Donn Rossi, Martha Neufer, Nancy 
Boston, Deborah Anderson, Joanne McQuaid, Bonnie Wisth, 
Barbara Mehring, Deborah Burns, and Gretchen Jahn.
S i g m a
The following freshman women have been elected, on the 
basis of scholarship, to Sigma, a honorary organization spon­
sored by Mortar Board: Mary Kerrigan, Thea Ellery, Donna 
Griffith, Carrie Dorris, Kay Quigley, Catherine Roth, Sarah 
Larson, Karen Henderson, Sigrid Falk, Gretchen Benson, 
Martha Calhoun, Ruth Sherwood, Jean Hooker, Martha Hol­
mes, Anne Simonett, Eleanor Williams, Margaret Brandis, 
Kathy Buska, Kathryn Miller, Patricia Locklin, Hope Davis, 
Carol Heckman, Gail Sonnemann, Mary Dalton, Jo Ann Ora-, 
vec, Cheryl Gain, Anne Trucano, Marilyn Zeegers, and Mar­
garet E. Schmidt
TONIGHT and SATURDAY 
PROBABILISTIC THEATER I 
by Joey de Oliveira 
Conducted by Catherine Tatge 
EXPERIMENTAL THEATER 
8:00 p.m.
Tickets at the door
FREE BEER 
Free beer all day Saturday, 
May 29 in the Union starting 
at 3:00 p.m. Band “Offering" 
beginning at JiOO p.m.
Courtesy of Special Events 
Committee.
LAWRENCE CHOIR AUDITIONS (1971-72) 
Audition time:
Monday, May 31 .................................  9:00-11:00 a.m.
Tuesday, June 1 ................................. 9:00-10:30 a.m.
Thursday, June 3 .............................  10:00-12:15 a.m.
......................  12:45-1:15 p.m.
Friday, June 4 ................................. 9:00-11:00 a.m.
Monday, June 7 ................................. 10:00-12:15 a.m.
..........................  12:45-2:30 p.m.
Sign your name on the list on the bulletin board 
by studio 144 in the Music-Drama Center.
Rehearsals will be at 4:10 Mondays, Wednesdays, 
and Fridays beginning the first Monday of classes in 
September.
Financial aid problems 
complicate Project 35
by Robert Currie 
Chairman of the Black Admissions Committee
Project 35 is a plan that was others on March 8, 1971. The
Black Admissions Committee re-
E n v i r o n m e n t a l  T a s k  F o r c e  
i n v e s t ig a t e s  h e a t i n g  w a s t e s
by Cindy Hill
formulated in the latter part of 
February that would hopefully 
increase the mimber of Black 
students entering Lawfrence in 
the fall of 1971. A minimum of 
thiry-five students to matricu­
late this fall is recommended if 
the project is to be labeled a 
success. The Black Admissions 
Committee proposed six major 
guidelines that were deemed 
necessary to insure the increased 
matriculation. These proposals 
are lusted below:
RECRUITMENT POLICIES
1. Black students be allowed to 
accompany admissions offic­
ers on recruitment trips 
within a 250 mile radius.
2- Funds be allocated to the 
A.A.A. for recruiting pur­
poses.
3. Any representaive of the 
Black community chosen 
for said recruitment trips is 
to be picked by the A.A.A. 
ADMISSIONS POLICIES
1. Students are to receive con­
crete financial aid offers 
along with their notice of 
acceptance.
2. Loans should be minimal 
and johs made available to 
all who wish to work.
3. The Black Admissions Com­
mittee be notified and kept 
up to date on all information 
concerning Black applicants.
The project was submitted to 
the President, the Deans of Ad­
mission, Student Affairs, and
BILLS
(your dollars) travel safest in 
handsome initialed* billfolds. 
Choose yours from 500 styles by 
Prince Gardner, Buxton, Rolfs, 
Cameo, Baronet, St. Thomas 
and NLDA.
♦a free service at Pah-low’sPah-lowi
Luggage-Giftls 303 W. College
On the street of quality
ceived formal acknowledgment of 
the plan a week later from Pres­
ident Smith. He gave a cautious 
go-ahead, warning that a prob­
lem might arise in the case of 
financial aid. To this date finan­
cial aid has been the primary 
reason that our figure of 35 has 
been made to look unrealistic for 
the coming school year.
It was said that “plans for an 
increase in Black students was 
not allowed for in this year’s bud­
get”. Here lis where the Black 
students of Lawrence find fault 
and disillusionment with the Ad­
ministration, because two years 
ago it was proposed that the class 
of 1973 include 50 Black fresh­
men. That figured was not at­
tained, and today the same situa­
tion exists.
A more realistic number of 
Black freshmen that will enter 
Lawrence this fall appears to be 
between 20 to 25, although 55 
have been accepted. If this uni­
versity thinks that the Black 
community will be satisfied'with 
this “no action” policy and the 
almost certain failure of Project 
35, we, the Black Admissions 
Committee, along with our broth­
ers and sisters, say “No/’
Plans for next year’s fresh­
men (1972-73) are being put to­
gether now and the results of 
those admissions figures will 
clearly show where the Adminis- 
traticn’s concerns lie.
The Environmental Task Force 
has recently turned its attention 
to the wasteful and inefficient 
use of heat m many campus 
buildings. This Concern has 
arisen because of complaints 
made about uncomfortable heat­
ing conditions and heat wasted 
on rarely used classrooms and 
offices.
The committee has considered 
several methods to more effi­
ciently heat the physical plant. 
One of these wa9 the purchase 
of a central control panel from 
which point the temperature 
could be regulated from room to 
room according t<> the time of 
day, the room’s location, and its 
current use, thus reducing heat­
ing to a minimum. Such a panel 
was found to be prohibitively 
expensive, so thait savings would 
not be realized for at least a 
decade.
An alternative would be de­
creasing the overall temperature 
by several degrees, making the 
most drastic cutbacks during the 
early morning and noon houns. 
A questionnaire has been com­
piled to determine not only to 
what extent people are uncom- 
forable due to heating, but also 
to determine the reaction to this 
proposal. The survey will be 
sent this term to both faculty 
and students and will include 
such quesions as:
(1) What would your feelings 
be if heat were cut by --  de­
grees, with a subsequent savings 
of   dollars?
(2) Would you be willing to 
wear warmer clothing (a swea­
ter) to compensate for such a 
reduction in heat?
(3) What do you feel the 
mean temperature in your room 
(office) is?
(4) What do you feel the mean 
temperature in your room (of­
fice) should be?
(5) What is the lowest tem­
perature at Which you would 
feel comfortable?
(6) What do you do to regu­
late temperature in your room 
(office)? (open windows, etc.)
The committee hopes replies to 
the questionnaire will provide 
some idea of how to institute a 
more effective heating system. 
Since Lawrence spends approxi­
mately $103,000 per year on 
heating alone, savings in both 
fuel and money could be consid­
erable. In the process of sav­
ing fuel and polluting less, the 
dollars saved in heating bills 
could in turn be “recycled” into 
other environmental projects, 
for example, paper recycling, 
which requires money to initiate.
The next few' meetings of the 
commiittee will involve summar­
izing 0f recommendations to be 
submitted to the president con­
cerning major environmental 
problems to which Lawrence 
must address itself. These in­
clude:
(1) Heat electricity, water, 
and soap consumption.
(2) Paper recycling; since
Two Lawrence seniors present­
ed papers prepared for honors 
and prizes were awarded to out­
standing science students at the 
final Science Colloquium of the 
1970-71 academic year on Tues­
day, May 25.
Glenn Galau, a biology major, 
who presented his paper, entitled 
“Protein Synthesis in a Blue- 
Green Algae,” was also present­
ed with the Phi Sigma Award 
to an outstanding senior biolo­
gist.
A paper from the social sci­
ences, tiitUed “The Politics of 
Modernization in Peru,” was 
presented by Michael Vogt, a se­
nior majoring in government.
Other students who received 
awards, all in the natural sci­
ences, at the colloquium were:
Jen Hwa, the College Award 
of the Northeast Wisconsin Sec­
tion of the American Chemical 
Society.
paper is the major pollutant at 
Lawrence, this is one of the 
most important problems. The 
committee has seriously consid­
ered use of 100% recycled paper 
for all publications on the 
university's 125th anniversary 
(next year) to symbolize “putting 
words to work.”
(3> Closing off College Ave­
nue to achieve a much safer, 
pedestrian campus.
As these recommendations are 
acted upon, Lawrence could well 
become a veritable “first”, a 
model to other communities 
showing what an environmental­
ly aware group can do on its 
own to minimize all types of 
pollution and waste.
Levent Kitis and Mark Dill­
ingham, both sophomores Shar­
ed the 3M Prize in Physios.
David Port, the Departments 
of Physics and Chemistry Award 
to an outstanding freshman in 
the chemisfcry-physics course.
David Barclay, Department of 
Chemistry Award to an out­
standing freshman in chemistry. 
Barclay was also winner of the 
Department of Mathematics 
Award to an outstanding fresh­
man in mathematics courses.
Levent Kitis and Robert Mau, 
a sophomore, shared the Ralph 
White Prize to an outstanding 
sophomore in mathematics.
Glenn Morris was cited for 
receiving an honorable mention 
in the First Annual Undcrginadu- 
ate Research Symposium spon­
sored by the Northeast Wiscon­
sin Section of the American 
Chemical Society.
21 Imported Beers 
HOT DOGS
Steamed in Beer
Weekends Open till 2 a.m. 
729 W . College
OiD P IO N E E R
SX-440
AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER
Audio output: 40 watts (IHF); FM 
Tuner Sensitivity: 2.5 uV (IHF); 
Frequency response: 20-70,000 
Hz. Oiled walnut cabinet. 
$199.95.
available at
IDEAL PHOTO
222 E. College Ave.
Film Developing Also Available
2 days for color prints and slides, in by 9, out by 3 
for black and white
Outstanding science students 
receive awards at colloquium
NEW BOOKS:
deadbone erotica by vaughn bode’ 
if the war goes on by hesse
between two ages; america’s role in the technetronic era by zbigniew 
brzezinski 
the alternative, hedgepeth and stock 
city life by donald barthelme 
stand on zanzibar by john brunner
A C M  b l a c k  c o l l e g e  p r o p o s a l  
a id s  c o m m u n i t y  d e v e lo p m e n t
B e  d i f f e r e n t  . . . 
i f  y o u  d a r e !
L e t  y o u r  
c l o t h e s  b e  y o u  
i n s t e a d  o f  
e v e r y o n e  e l s e .  
C o m e  t o  I D  
a n d  s e e  f o r  
y o u r s e l f .  L e t  
S a n d y  
a n d  J a c k i e  
s h o w  y o u  t h e  
n e w e s t  l o o k s  
f r o m  t h e  E a s t  
a n d  W e s t  
C o a s t s .  B r i n g  
y o u r  g u y  t o  
o u r  m e n ’ s  
f a s h i o n  c o r n e r .
115 W . W a s h i n g t o n
(Editor’s Note: The foitowinj 
is an excerpt far a black ACM 
college being discussed by Law­
rence’s Comma fXee on ACM, 
chaired by Sumner Rjchman, 
professor of biology. The pro­
posal was submitted by the black 
community of ACM colleges and 
was written by a Task Force 
under the chairmanship of Rob­
ert L. Carter of Beloit College. 
The proposal ¡is now before the 
Academic Advisory Council of 
ACM to which Lawrence’s com­
mittee will make recommenda­
tions.)
Intellecual History
The history of The ACM Black 
College is more than a chrono­
logical history, more than a 
series of events, more than a 
timetable for program imple­
mentation; it is the summation 
of the frustration of black stu­
dents in endeavoring to recon­
cile the apparent contradiction 
of black students attending white 
institutions; it is the frustration 
of defining and seeking relevant 
black education in institutions 
that they have defined as white; 
it is the fervor of wedding for­
mal education with black com­
munity development; it is the 
dilemma of fulfilling institutiorv 
el requirements in institutions 
that they have defined as foreign 
to them by nature; it is a strug­
gle to determine their own des­
tiny within institutional guide­
lines that seem to deny that de­
termination; it is the summation 
of all the contradictions in their 
minds and to which they them­
selves have given validity.
The intellectual 'history of the 
black college is the final stage
CLASSIFIED ADS
$1.25 for 25 words or less
PART TIME secretarial job 
open for summer and next year 
at a nearby insurance agency. 
Send resume care of Editor of 
THE LAWRENTALN.
ROOM AVAILABLE for sum­
mer use or next fall. Occasional 
baby-sitting possible. Within 
walking distance of school. Call 
734-%01 weekdays only.
of seeking viable programs that 
wiü admit and graduate with 
degrees of substance a large 
number of black students with­
out the burden of contradictions 
stated above. It is the consoK 
dated plans that make ACM 
colleges places where black stu­
dents should, not mi^ht be. It 
is the foundation of intercom­
munication and efforts between 
the potential community develop­
ers and target communities.
Finally, the intellectual his­
tory of The Blllack College is the 
attempt to find viable means to 
bridge black students and black 
community without a visible 
bridge, for there is no distinc­
tion between entities, merely a 
delineation of functions. The in­
tellectual history is the critical 
history.
Introduction
The ACM Black College is de­
signed and structured to be an 
institution within an institution— 
a college comprised of elements 
from 12 colleges. In this sense 
it is like and equivalent to the 
present ACM College; yet, it 
proposes to affect a predefined 
group of students and to be 
comprehensive in that affecta­
tion. As a result, it could be 
called a real college, for it deads 
with all aspects of its partkâ- 
panits’ lives. It doe® not, how­
ever, assume or absorb the jur­
isdiction of the individual insti­
tutions in ACM.
Purpose
The Bdack College purports to 
solve the academic and non-aca­
demic problems of black students 
without denying the individual 
freedom granted to any student 
by its institutional guidelines. The 
Black Community of ACM 
schools have found that these 
schools under the existing sys­
tems cannot provide all the nec­
essary needs that will ensure 
black students a successful aca­
demic experience and solid 
preparation for the roles impos­
ed upon them by the greater 
black community. Nor can such 
institutions effectively deal with 
the contradictions (stated above), 
because (1) they iack knowledge 
of the communities that pro­
duce these students, (2) they do 
not have the available resources, 
(3) they view such problems as 
one of many, (4) they lack the 
appropriate staff, (5) etc.
The Black College by its struc­
ture can effect comprehensive 
guidelines pertinent to all black 
students and supervise individ-
THE LEFT 
GUARD
for Championship 
Dining
Fuzzy Thurston — Max McGee — Bill Martine
of the world famous champion Packers welcome you to the 
Left Guard for the finest in dining pleasure.
ENTERTAINMENT and DANCING
A p p le to n  L e ft G u a rd  C h a rc o a l H ouse  
3 0 2 5  W . C o lle g e  - 7 3 9 - 6 1 8 6
I.negations in: Men.if.ha, Milwaukee, Fond du Lac, Manitowoc, 
Madison
ual colleges’ efforts by commun­
ications with the twelve out­
posts. Each college will serve 
as an outpost of the central of­
fice. Not only w ii the Black Col­
lege be able to analyze and 
evaluate individual efforts, but 
also it will be a storehouse of 
shared information and exper­
tise that adds continuity and sub­
stance to the black students’ ex­
perience.
The Ultimate purpose of the 
ACM Black College is to pro­
duce that product via ACM in­
stitutions that will actualize the 
theories and concepts of black 
community development within 
(or without, if black people will 
it) the framework of the total 
society. Such efforts demand a 
re-evaluation of present systems 
and reinforcement of existing 
workable programs. The purpose 
is to supplement not replace, 
add not subtract, instruct not in­
doctrinate, effect not affect.
(Need
The need for a Black College 
becomes apparent, when one ob­
serves the social, cultural, and 
academic problems confronting 
bdack students at white institu­
tions of higher education Many 
black students complain about 
the lack of social outlets, both 
on and off campus. Social out­
lets are not confined to social 
activities at Black Houses and 
Lounges but encompasses mean­
ingful social interaction with 
bilack communities and methods 
of obtaining such interaction 
without friction.
Many ACM schools are locat­
ed in communities without a 
black population and the frus­
tration resulting from lack of 
community involvement is more 
visible at such schools. Never­
theless, the Black College does 
not propose to establish social 
organization's or even to bridge 
social interaction between stu­
dents and communities; it means 
to define social! interaction as a 
phenomenon that involves more 
than recreation and relaxation; 
social interaction Involves the 
ability of bHack people of all 
backgrounds and experiences to 
interact on equal and compatible 
terms.
Black stulents are more cul­
turally-oriented than any groups 
of black people. This stems from 
a desire to recapture a past and 
maintain the high quality of cul­
tural contributions made by 
Afro-Americans. The cultural 
aspects of the Black students’
Milhaupt's 
Bike Mart
N ew  a n d  U sed S a les 
T ires a n d  A ccessories 
R e p a irs
312 N. Appleton
experience in ACM Colleges is 
germane to the academic aic- 
cess, for pride in one’s heritage 
is conducive to the establishment 
of a future heritage. Again, the 
Black College is not culturally- 
oriented; however, the expertise 
of the Black College staff and 
the centralization of communi­
cations will provide an ongoing 
resource for cultural activities 
and innovations.
The academic need of the 
Black College speaks for itself. 
The black college community 
recognizes the academic im­
provements of black students 
and the reduction in attrition; 
however, the academic needs of 
black students involve redefini­
tion of education, purpose of for­
mal education, systemmatic 
bdack studies, field education in 
black educations, and the exper­
tise necessary to solve universal 
black problems. Further, the 
community recognizes that a de­
gree does not always reflect ac­
tual effort or ensure continuity 
of education outside a given in­
stitution.
An evaluation of the academic 
performance and educational 
substance derived by black stu­
dents from ACM and other white 
institutions will reveal to the 
conscious observer that creation 
of a degree society for bdack 
students does not always equal 
creation of an educational so­
ciety for black students. Liber­
alism graduates black students; 
The plack College will insure 
the Education of black students.
Nature and Physical Plant
The physical plant of the Black 
College will be located in a 
'large urban city, possibly Chica­
go. The criteria for location 
depends upon the black popula­
tion of the city, the availability 
of resources and cooperation of 
the city, and the determination 
that the Black College can af­
fect the educational growth of 
black people in that city.
The college itself will consist 
of five divisions or departments: 
Black Studies, Urban Studies, 
Urban Teaching, Supportive Ser­
vices, and Business Office. All 
component parts will be located 
in the central city, save the 
Black Studies Component which 
will operate at the individual 
schools and will be based upon a 
transitory faculty.
All major operations of the in­
stitution, therefore, will be con­
ducted from the central office 
and the outposts will be feeders 
and recipients of information 
that guides all institutional deci-
Academic (Participation
It has already been agreed 
upon that all students attending 
ACM schools may paricipate in 
the academic nature of the Black 
College; however, the Supportive 
Services Division will be used 
exclusively by and for black stu­
dents. A white student, for ex­
ample, could major in Black 
Studies or enjoy the experience 
of the field work in the city; 
nevertheless, the Supportive Ser­
vices Diviision would not recruit 
other students for matriculation 
at ACM schools, counsel other 
students (outside of academic 
programs under the Black Col­
lege), be concerned about their 
financial aids, and/or provide 
training in the affairs of black 
students.
The Vikes are no. I with us at Sabre
and
Sabre Lanes is no. 1 in Bowline
1330 Midway. 739-9161 —  Come and visit us
FACULTY ALSO make use of the many recreational facili­
ties on campus.
(Editor’s note: This is Miss Halberstadt’s reaction to Mrs. 
Koffka’s lecture “Knowledge on Trial” presented Wednes­day, May 26.)
. Dare to Know
by Deb Halberstadt
Connect mind and soul 
Connect the intellectual with the emotion 
Dare to acknowledge your being 
trascend the reality 
to believe the truth 
Dare to know 
the unknown 
Take the courage of the ages 
study the past 
utilize the present 
create, feel, for the future 
May 26, 1971
One greyed haired woman 
envisioned the spirit of youth 
and presented it to them 
With the full force of German didactic accent 
Eyes wrinkled by age 
yet clear
the essence, the conception 
of birth 
One grey haired woman 
Came to the spirit of youth 
tore down the walls 
between body and head 
and dared them to know 
Without physical weapons 
just that eternal intonation 
Knowledge on trial, the issue 
Wisdom, the arrow 
Personality, the bow 
Believe what you have experienced 
Record the conflicts 
Hold dear the love 
Don’t get lost—don’t be wavered 
by the inherent sociological metaphor of objectivity 
Capitalize on subjectivity 
Be warned, however, you will fail 
Ten out of every Ten spirits die
Leaving only the motivation for those ten who will replace 
them
Internationally, the drive is objectively oriented 
To sway the mode—
To sway the valence of mathematics—
To sway the empirical knowledge of science—
To sway the institutionalization of theology—
of law— 
of medicine—
Will take decades 
Dare—take courage
Combine emotion and the mind into their raw forms
of promiscuity 
of violence
But, be disciplined
Dare to be only the stepping stones toward success 
Which are trampled upon by the arrogant, the unfeeling
Dare to fail .
But, even though the mind is smitten by the seemingly 
imposing wrongs of the past 
Remember the heart
The heart shall be eternally fulfilled by the 
sunshine of the attempt.
A d v i c e  t o  a  s i n k i n g  r a f t :  
r e m e m b e r  O l i v e r  C r o m w e l l
(Editor's Note: This is a spe­
cial feature article on LUCC sub­
mitted by two Lawrentians on 
the London program.)
Although we are separated by 
thousand of miles (our) heart(s) 
are witih you, and what disturbs 
you disturbs (us). Through a vast 
network of spies, The Lawren- 
tian, and letters from friends and 
enemies, we have been able to 
fallow your activities and 
thoughts. One topic in particular 
we felt merited comment—what 
else but LUOC.
Several letters and articles 
concerning this subject have 
come to our attention. We have 
read of one poor 90ul’s breath­
taking, near-fatal escape from 
a sinking raft in the treacherous 
Fox, and of several ambitious 
Students, who plan, it seems, to 
follow in the illustrous footsteps 
of Mr. Gallup or Mr. Harris— 
how admirable. Living in Bri­
tain has offered a new perspec­
tive through which one can ob­
serve the above. The Britains, 
you see, are not only among the 
world’s best ship builders and 
sailors, and the most unpredict­
able voters, in relation to the 
pollsters, but they also have an 
interesting form of government, 
whose evolution or earlier stages 
seem astonishingly similar to 
LUCC’s, or rather Lawrence’s 
present governmental situation. 
It is on this last subject, the 
similariies between old British 
government and that of Law­
rence today, that we shall! begin.
How, you may ask, can one 
compare the odd British form of 
government, pre-1688, and the 
government of Lawrence Univer­
sity?
Well, the similarities are 
made obvious by observing the 
structure, and positions of pow­
er between the two governmental 
processes. Lawrence, like old 
Brittain, has a King, Thomas the 
First, who answers only to a Na­
tural Law, and its Maker—the 
Board of Trustees, (The British, 
of course, did not oalil their 
source of Natural Law, and Su­
preme Judge the Board of Trus­
tees, the names have Ibeen 
changed to protect the innocent).
As in old Britain, Lawrence 
has two houses of government 
Where the British called their 
more influential bouse the House 
of Lords, Lawrence’s superior 
house is called, The Faculty. 
Like the House of Lords, The 
Faculty has something of a life 
peerage, altered by abdications 
and executions, of sorts. Their 
titles are altered, and numbers 
increased by King Thomas’ de­
cree, similar to the ways of the 
British monta rehs. This house of 
government is somewhat more
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powerful than its lesser house, 
and in fact, it even permeates 
the membership of the lesser 
house, LUCC. This is a slight 
alteration of the old British sys­
tem.
The members of the lesser 
house are elected from several 
boroughs, and, despite the ap­
pearance of several members of 
The Faculty, are trully a House 
of Commons, transient in nature, 
as they are frequently told. They 
represent, a« in Old Britain, the 
hideous, ignorant masses, who 
are used to repression and sub­
jugation (more or less).
Now that the similarities in 
structure have been established, 
we can turn to the distribution of 
power, which shows more amaz­
ing similarities. God, or the 
Board of Trustees, is the source 
of Natural Law, to whom the 
King and all of his subjects are 
answerable. The King, keeping 
his maker, several powerful lords, 
and dissident peasants in mind, 
rules his domain. He set« the 
limitations for legislation beyond 
which the tw0 houses do not pass, 
for the external powers must not 
be offended. However, recent 
history has shown that uprisings 
may result, as King Curtis saw 
with the storming of Wilson 
House. But the peasants were 
defeated by the power of the 
king’s sword, and the lesser 
nouse, LUCC, realized its true 
position.
The Faculty deems its powers 
sacred and has oontinuousdy, 
over the past three years, re­
minded the lesser house not to 
srtep out of line. For, unlike the 
old British system, the lesser 
house was a creation of The Fac­
ulty, and on numerous occasions 
the members of the lesser house 
have been reminded by some of 
the peers of The Faculty of that 
famous biblicall saying “As God 
giveth, so may he taketh away,” 
(transposing a different word for 
God so as not to be sacrileg­
ious). Their illustrious titles are 
more impressive at social func­
tions than those of the members 
of the lesser house. And, again 
similar to old Britain, they each 
have colonful, flowing robes in- 
dictating their title and origin.
This brings us now to “the 
people’s” body, LUOC. We have 
seen its powers are limited by 
the King, similar to the old 
House of Commons, and by The 
Faculty, a deviation from old 
Britain. It cannot pass legisla­
tion, ir. the true sense of the 
term, but merely offer its opin­
ion in the guise of legislation or 
resolutions, and then pray that 
The Faculty, King, and Divine 
Powers, agree, or do not take 
offense. Its body is permeated 
by members of the Upper House 
and special envoys of the King, 
his Chancellor of the Exchequor 
and Home Secretary, so to speak. 
It relies on its support from an 
apathetic, unruly mass of tran­
sients, similar to old Britain. 
Its elected officials are often cor­
rupt and only seek office for per­
sonal means, and desert when 
they are bored with their situa­
tion. It is by its nature, an in­
secure, powerless body, an or­
nament of appeasement. Threat­
ened from without and within, 
its mere survival is constantly 
threatened. Surely its critics 
must have some sympathy, for 
this babe has not yet rid itself 
of its umbilical cord. Its leaders 
have been frustrated idealists 
and romantics, trying to load 
their ignorant masses through 
tlie storm, similar to the evolu­
tion of the now powerful House 
of Commons
Finally, we turn to the people, 
ah the people! An historical con­
stant, ignorant, dirty diseased, 
transient, etc., etc. . . . Out of 
their dirt, ignorance, and tran­
siency this mass has failed to 
realize LUCC’s true condition 
and its causes. (They have also 
failed to respond, and have ig­
nored anyone’s legislation, caus­
ing a new que tion to arise: 
Does anyone rule Lawrence Uni­
versity?) Instead of rallying to 
its aid they have turned on it 
in disgust. To them we say, ask 
not what Walter can do for you, 
but what you can do for Walter. 
And, comrades, for instant in­
spiration, keep Oliver Cromwell 
in mind.
Finally, while in Pembroke 
Dock one day, we found Lord 
Nelson’s very first vessel. It 
was in drydock, but in quite good 
condition. Needless to say, I in­
quired as to whether or not it 
was for sale, thinking of those 
souls who might want to pur­
chase a ship to replace their 
sunken raft. It is for sale, for 
merely ten pounds down, 15 new 
pence monthly — for you, such 
a deal!
Yours temporarily abdicated, 
Right honorable
TJN
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Letters..
Editorial
The Film Classics series has brought many fine films to 
Lawrence this year, and many have enjoyed their 50c 
flicks, held either in Youngchild or Stansbury.
During the movies held in Stansbury Theatre many have 
indulged in smoking one thing or another, against the ex­
pressed rules and wishes of those in charge of the theatre. 
The Film Classics Board, although not wishing to discourage 
any pleasure which might be had, must enforce this rule. 
If smoking does not stop during these movies, the Film 
Classics Board will not be allowed to use Stansbury.
Please don’t endanger this privilege. Smoking may be 
hazardous to your pleasure as well as your health.
Don Brunnquell
i l k  IGaiurrntian
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Why Pack
Twice
* No need to pack and transport all those fall and 
winter clothes home over the summer only to re­
pack them and re-transport them back to school 
next fall.
* We’ll deliver a giant hamper to your dorm. When 
you’ve filled it call us for pickup.
* Everything cleaned and stored on hangers in our 
own state inspected and insured facilities.
* Everything delivered ready to use when you ask 
for them fall term.
Nothing To Pay Until Fall 
Phone 7334128
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TO THE EDITOR:
We note that in this week’s 
list of majors, the Anthropology 
department comes ait the end of 
an otherwise alphabetical list. Is 
this some kind of subtle editorial 
comment? Are you guys trying 
to teM us something?
Listen — those spears, arrows, 
projectile points and hand axes 
up on third floor Stephenson are­
n’t there for purely decorative 
purposes, you know. And we did­
n’t study Iroquois torture meth­
ods for nothing . . .
After add, 73 students can’t be 
THAT wrong.
Miffedly yours,
THE LARRY U ANTHRO 
MAJORS, LTD
(Editor’s Note: This memo, a 
copy of which was sent to us, 
was sent to the WLFM staff from 
the faculty secretary.
I thought you would like to 
knew that at the Faculty Meeting 
on May 21 the following resolu­
tion was presented by Professor 
Cunningham:
“The Faculty commends the 
students involved in putting on 
the program Trivia this year. We 
do not take it seriously either, 
but in our biased opinion it was 
excellent.”
The resolution was read into 
the record and was approved 
with only trivial dissent.
RICHARD S. STOWE 
Secretary to the Faculty
TO THE EDITOR:
I wish to correct your informa­
tion about the number of majors 
in individual departments pub­
lished in the last Lawrentian: 
Tliere are 27 majors in the De­
partment of Government in the 
class of 1971. The figure given 
you by the Registrar is incor­
rect.
MOJM1R POVOLNY 
Chairman, Department 
of Government
&
sky
diving
school
O p e n  7 d ay s  a  w eek  
fo r
i n f o r m a t i o n  
ca l l  6 8 5 - 5 9 9 5 .
L o c a te d  6 m i. 
w est o f 
O sh k o sh  on  
H i g h w a y  21.
TO THE EDITOR:
It has been said that the con­
servative element at Lawrence 
predominates, we have proof 
they are right.
To all feminists we yell — 
FRAUDS! To all the girls who 
don’t have dates for this week­
end we say—What else can you 
do? And finally to the LAWREN­
TIAN we say to your boasts of 
extensive circulation — PSHAW!
To the girls of Lawrence we 
say—Cream rises to the top and 
water seeks its own level.
C’est la vie and viva la differ­
ence!
J . MOLE & HARPS
TO THE EDITOR:
I  recently received a letter 
from J. Nanman Panday, a stu­
dent who attends the “AJgemoine 
Middleware School” in Paramar­
ibo, Surinam (South America).
He requested me to send him 
a lost of Lawrence students wto 
would be interesed in communi­
cating “in English” with the stu­
dents at his school.
Those of you who would like 
to become involved in this ac­
tivity can call me at Ext. 318 
and I will give you the remain­
ing necssary information.
MICHAEL G. VOGT 
Lawrence World Affairs Council
TO THE EDITOR:
Black-White Encounter 
May 23, 1971
Hie real world is now invading 
our complacent Lawrentian Is­
land.
There happens to be fifty black 
people on campus.
But don’t let it bother you; 
they’re still in the minority. 
Don’t dare to show an interest 
in their feelings.
Please, keep it a secret between 
the seven who were there—
We can’t let them think anyone 
else cares.
TWO DISAPPOINTED PEOPLE
M U S I C  L O V E R S
See and hear the Valley’s most 
complete selection of top name 
brand Hi-Fi components and 
systems.
Terms and lowest catalogue 
discount prices on FISHER, 
KENWOOD, DUAL, PICKER­
ING, SHURE, SONY, ACOUS­
TIC RESEARCH, MARANTZ, 
BOSE and others.
A P P L E T O N  H I F I 
C E N T E R
323 W. College Ave., Appleton
To the Editor:
As it is now the tame of the 
year to honor the great intellect­
ual leaders of this academic in­
stitution, I have a question to 
raise. While it is true that the 
educational system as it exists 
in this country is based on com­
petitive evauation, why have so 
many people been satisfied with 
human worth being determined 
by such a corrupt and inefficient 
method?
The person who chooses to man­
ifest intellectual superiority can 
do so in a number of ethical and 
unethical ways. It is true that 
the number of students who cheat 
themselves out of a true educa­
tion in the pursuit of “grades” is 
relatively small. (Or is it?) 
However, why its a person with 
a 3.0 more honored than those 
who know what it means to be a 
true friend, to contempiLate and 
confound their existence and to 
raise a smile out of a sea of des­
pair? Personalities are rarely 
made in textbooks or laborator­
ies.
Congratulations to all the in­
tellectual leaders of Lawrence 
University and happiness to all 
those whose human value is 
manifested in lesser recognized 
ways.
A LEARNING LAWRENTIAN
TO THE EDITOR:
(An important letter to all 
freshmen and sophomore men).
When the new draft law comes 
into effect over the summer, ii 
may prove to be very important 
to actually possess' a H~S class­
ification. Although the letter of 
the law could read “If you are in 
school before June 31, 1971,” the 
application may become “If you 
have a II-S classification by June 
31, 1971.” While much is uncer­
tain at the moment, the old ad­
age “better safe than sorry” per­
haps should be applied. We there­
fore urge all freshmen and soph­
omores (or any other student 
lacking a II-S classification- to 
request their deserved II-2 stat­
us. This can be done through the 
registrar’s office, by requesting 
Selective Service forms 104 and 
109. It is important that these 
requests be made before June 31, 
for the sooner the forms are sent 
to local boards, the greater the 
chance of receiving the II-S 
classification. Any questions on 
the draft and the new law to 
come can be answered at the Ap­
pleton Area Draft Counseling 
Center (in the Neuman Center) 
from 6:00 to 10:00 every Thurs­
day evening.
APflLETON AREA 
DRAFT COUNSELORS
C I N E M A  1I KVfV ONVN AVI ; )4 JI»
EVENINGS: 6:30 and 9:30 
MATINEES: Saturday 2 p.m. 
SUN. & MON. 1 p.m.; 3:45 
iVoti1 it can be better under- 
stood the How and Why of 
Pearl Harbor
'na 'ie itA
V I K I N G
EVENINGS: 6:30 and 9:30 
SAT., SUN., and MON. 
Continuous from 1:30
A IE S  VERNE’S
W is c o n s i n  a b o r t i o n  s t i l l  l e g a l ;  
s p e c i a l  c o n s i d e r a t i o n s  a p p l y
Abortion is finally being 
brought out of the shadows and 
is now legally available to more 
and more women. However, many 
people have a poor understand­
ing of whait is involved and 
where abortion is available. Of- 
t.n  those who need it most are 
blocked from obtaining good 
medical eare because of legal 
and extra-legal restrictions, lack 
of information, procedural de­
lays, and uncooperative doctors 
and hospitals.. Consequently, un­
derworld abortions with little or 
no medical training still flour­
ish. Women with the right con­
nections have little difficulty 
finding a competent medical 
abortion, thus avoiding the phy­
sical and psychological problems 
of criminal abortion.
Fortunately, the mass media 
is beginning to bring abortion 
information to the public. Even 
such magazine as “Woman's 
Day” and “Redbook” have had 
comprehensive articles on abor­
tion — how it is done, dangers, 
problems, and results. I wish 
that all women would read tlie 
excellent article, “A Guide to 
Abortion Laws in the United 
States” by Lawrence Lader in 
June’s “Redbook.” Mr. Lader is 
a crusader for legalized abor­
tion who feels that women have 
the right for free choice in child­
bearing. His article is full of 
facts and figures, including ad­
dresses and telephone numbers, 
which are extremely useful.
When a woman thinks that she 
is pregnant and sees abortion 
as the solution, there are sev­
eral facts she should know. First, 
she must have a pregnancy test 
as soon as possible. The test is 
not always accurate early in 
pregnancy, so a woman should 
insist on a second one if she 
has reason to be doubtful of the 
findings of the first.
Secondly, * doctors generally 
figure the length of pregnancy 
from the first day of the wom­
an’s last menstrual period which 
can add a couple of weeks to 
her own estimate. This matters 
where an abortion is concerned, 
because after twelve weeks the 
procedure changes radically. Be­
fore twelve weeks, it is rela­
tively simple and safe — safer 
than a tonsillectomy or a full- 
term pregnancy — but, later in 
pregnancy, changes in the uterus 
make these simple techniques 
dangerous. Thus a doctor must 
use a more difficult and expen­
sive procedure, and there is a 
grey area between twelve and 
sixteen weeks where many doc­
tor are reluctant to perform an 
abortion.
Thirdly, the "old wives’ cures” 
rre ineffective and can be ex­
ceedingly dangerous. Baird’s de­
scription of the dangers of at­
tempts at self-abortion was 
graphic and terrifying . An ordi­
nary household item, such as a 
baiter or a coatibanger, can be
a lethal instrument.
Fourth, the commercial coun­
seling services that are adver­
tising widely are not always 
ethical, and they charge a fee 
which can range from $25 up. 
This is a waste of money as one 
can get excellent free assistance 
from Clergy Consultation, Plan­
ned Parenthood, or such com­
mittees as the Wisconsin Com­
mittee to Legalize Abortion. 
Lader covers this thoroughly, 
and Planned Parenthood of New 
York puts out a 25c booklet, 
“Legal Abortion, A Guide for 
Women in the United States.”
Wisconsin laws on abortion are 
in a grey area now. On the 
books are laws permitting abor­
tion only to save the life of the 
woman, but a three judge fed­
eral panel threw out part of 
this law — the section pertain­
ing to abortion before quicken­
ing. (Quickening is when the 
baby is first felt moving, ap­
proximately at the twentieth 
week.) Wisconsin is trying very 
hard to have this decision over­
turned, and the legal authori­
ties tend to take a dim view of 
anyone performing abortions. 
Technically, doctors can perform 
abortions before quickening, but 
they have been threatened with 
prosecution if higher courts up­
hold the Wisconsin law. Few men 
have the courage of Dr. Kennan 
of the Midwest Medical Center 
who is being harassed by Dane 
County’s District Attorney and 
the state medical association for 
performing abortions openily on 
an out-patient basis. In Milwau­
kee, though, a number of doctors 
are performing abortions in lo­
cal hospitals, but will not do one 
on a girl under 21 if she does 
not have parental permission. 
They are operating under a 
loose reading of the section of 
the law saying that abortions 
can be done to preserve the life
of the mother. The cost is high, 
largely because of tho hospital­
ization, and often a woman must 
see tw0 psychiatrists also.
Abortions are becoming avail­
able and should be available, 
but I can’t stress enough that 
prevention is far preferable; 
even a moderately effective 
birth control device is better 
than none at all. It may not be 
easy for an unmarried woman to 
get a birth control device in 
Wisconsin, but there are sym- 
pahetic doctors and drug stores. 
We urgently need a change in 
the birth control laws — Plan­
ned Parenthood could do a far 
better job if it was allowed to 
give contraceptives to unmarried 
women. Abortion is an extreme 
method and should never be 
relied on as a form of birth con­
trol. Take precautions before­
hand rather than afterwards. 
You always think someone else 
will get pregnant, but you may 
be the one involved
A
APPLETON STATE BANK
Find the friendly world of Appleton State
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independence 
is dependent 
upon dependence 
for existence 
is
existing 
in depending 
on depending 
independent 
of independence 
: independent.
Rose Maria Woodson
— Photographs by Dave Bartels
Checklist
1 mother
3 red white and blue rattles 
1 pink blanket
1 hobby horse (wood and steel) 
1-3 siblings, specify 
1 Schwinn 22” bike 
1 baseball glove (Wilson, Lefty 
Grove model) $22-95 
1 five year old Chevrolet 
assorted girls
1-3 college degrees at mk. value 
1 torrid love
paii 32” jockey shorts 
1 wife
1 house, tampered with 
assorted girls
2-4 children, assorted 
pair wool pants 38x32 
1 telephone busy
a tew acquaintances 
1 psychiatrist 
cae>e J W. Dant 
severe pain 
6 associates
ROBERT GILLESPIE
c a n d l e s
D re a m , th e  ap p ro ach e s
Arrived in the late afternoon,
With the violence of sundown on broken church-windows, 
Just after a time of gray 
And lonely suspension
Between night and day —
After driving through miles of driftless brass-hear, 
(Remember a fly buzzing madly 
Against the windshield)
In and out of the eyes 
Of hawks; and always the motor-hum, the lull of the car, 
Like the afternoon fan-sound of horseflies 
In hot grass.
You can come as if forever 
Through this too-quiet landscape. Once a fox startled 
At roadside, curled like a length of snake 
Into the brush;
And later,beside still water,
Buzzards were circlingly caught in the sway of thermals, 
Dihedrally afloat, askew 
In sunlight,
0 , settling in a row,
They fell upon the back of one bloated Holstein,
Their bald heads dipping, wattled,
Delicate as pig’s feet.
Jerald Bullis
O de  to  a n  O de
My Muse is stormy as a summer’s noon 
When vaporous warmth holds still th‘ sultry air 
But when did such days cause the fly to swoon?
It flits and purrs 
When climate stirs
But once an hour, and then a tiny hair.
0 fly of count’nance blackened, odious, wild 
Thou flourish best in circumstances mild.
T hey  s tu ck  a  w o m an ’s h e a rt in  a m a n ,
he’s still living. They’ve
changed eyes and sexes, they’ve sewed
arms and legs back so
can they wire up today, a starter,
a new or rebuilt regulator
and fuel pump, new generator,
points and plugs or
hope against hope a whole
new transmission? Can they
rotate everything and give a good front
end job, fix the shimmy,
the steering, stretch a new
top over it and fill it up
with high octane? Doctor,
I feel white and empty 
as her side of the bed.
Robert Gillespie
quiet beam 
of tangled gold 
cross my bleakness 
sudden ungrey 
of my day
silent I soak 
luscious-happy 
brilliant yellow 
laugh-leap-cried 
all ensighed
need your light 
hungrily 
endlessly 
to sustain 
and pain
never quite 
leaves . . .  for 
again to gravitate 
toward a light 
just might
cast searing-suffer 
shadow blue 
daring isn’t 
innately 
part of me
rather gaze will 
childly follow 
golden warmth 
unaware 
and there
reawakens 
hurting that you 
likely watch 
your very own 
unbeknown
sunbeam-gazed-at 
longingly 
filling days 
gold-bright-beaming 
seeming
shining center 
fanta9ied 
blinds you to my 
aching need
-J .
very much of anything except 
hassle out of my classes lately 
and no one seemed to be paying 
much attention, it wouldn’t bum 
anyone out. On the no side, my 
parents and the rest of my fam­
ily would mourn, for a while, and 
wonder why I hadn’t called them. 
They wouldn’t understand that 
it had been indiUfenence rather 
than despair. Then there was the 
fact that there wasn’t any reas­
on for anyone to remember me. 
My reputation was untarnished, 
but also ungarnisihed. It basic­
ally came down to the decision 
of whether I would accept the 
world as it was, or go back and 
try to vi.ange it. The fire es­
cape, after all, is a permanent 
fixture. So, well, I ’m stubborn, 
alter a while 1 took my ugly 
self out of the sun and went back 
inside, carefully remembering 
my roommate's towel.
I ’m still here, and I guess it’s 
not a bad thing. It doesn't ser­
iously bother me but 1 thought 
somebody should know, because 
I discovered, sitting there, swing­
ing my legs, that 1 hadn’t done 
much for the people around me 
lately. So I ’m doing my best, 
’cause it’s the best I can do
If your neighbor looks bad or 
down, or maybe just kind of 
closed in, why don’t you say Ili 
to him and let him know you’re 
around. SmJes don’t cost much 
and you could meet someone nice 
to be with, liave you been listen­
ing?
ANONYMOUS
Hey! Listen, I ’d like to toll 
you something;
I was, well, coming down the 
other night and the sun came 
up, and it got warm again, so 
I went outside, because the lobby 
was beginning to remind me of 
a cage. I was feeling kind of sol­
itary, you know, so I went out 
on the fire escape, put a towel on 
the door 90 it wouldn’t lock on 
me, and sat down to swing my 
legs over the edge kind of look­
ing at tlie world. I rested my 
arms and chin on the lower bar 
of the railing, and watched the 
people below me running around 
and being busy. The sun was 
warm on my face ’cause it was 
morning, and I noticed the bark 
and the buds on the trees. They 
were starting to get green. There 
was nobody on the tennis courts, 
but the road was busy, cars run­
ning back and forth. I looked 
at the river, and from that dis­
tance it really didn’t look that 
bad. The sun was making it all 
glittery, and the trees, at that 
distance were faint, light green 
against the baric. There was 
grass. It was a warm day.
I just sat there, looking at the 
river, feeling the sun and the 
paint peeling on the railing, sort 
of gritty, and I noticed that there 
was enough room for me to fit 
under the bar, if I wanted to, and 
just fly out in space ar.d not have 
to worry about anything. I kind 
01 picked up the thought, and 
turned it over in my head. On 
the yes side, well, I hadn’t gotten
Are you a prospect for thePeace Corps?
Answerthese4 questions  and see .
1 . A r e  y o u  a  g r a d u a t i n g  
s e n i o r  m a j o r i n g  in s c i e n c e ,  
e n g i n e e r i n g ,  a g r i c u l t u r e  o r  
b u s i n e s s ?
2 . A r e  y o u  g r a d u a t i n g  w i t h  
a  d e g r e e  in l i b e r a l  a r t s ,  
w i t h  s u m m e r  e x p e r i e n c e  in 
s u c h  s k i l l s  a s  f a r m i n g ,  
c o n s t r u c t i o n ,  b u s i n e s s  o r  
p u b l i c  h e a l t h ?
3 . A r e  y o u  w i l l i n g  a n d  a b l e  
t o  a c q u i r e  a  w o r k i n g  
k n o w l e d g e  o f  a  f o r e i g n  
l a n g u a g e  if g i v e n  t h e  
p r o p e r  t r a i n i n g ?
4 . D o  y o u  h a v e  a  g e n u i n e  
d e s i r e  t o  w o r k  i n p a r t n e r ­
s h i p  w i t h  p e o p l e  i n o t h e r  
p a r t s  o f  t h e  w o r l d ?
If y o u r  a n s w e r s  t o  o n e  o f  
t h e  f i r s t  t w o  q u e s t i o n s  a n d  
o o t h  o f  t h e  l a s t  t w o  q u e s ­
t i o n s  a r e  " Y E S ” , y o u  a r e  a  
p r o s p e c t  f o r  t h e  P e a c e  
C o r p s .
W a n t  t o  k n o w  m o r e ?  S e n d  
in t h e  c o u p o n .The Peace Corps
You can be proud of it.
You can be part of it.
THE PEACE CORPS 
Washington, D. C. 20525
Tell me more about the opportunities in the Peace Corps tor graduating 
college men and women.
I'd be available for service in the next 6-12 months □ YES □ NO □ MARRIED □ SINGLE
V a l u e  o f  a  l i b e r a l  e d u c a t i o n ;  
C a n  w e  j u s t i f y  i t s  r e l e v a n c e ?
by Paul A. Freund
(Editor’s Note: Paul A. Freund 
is perhaps America’s most dis­
tinguished legal scholar. Pro­
fessor Freund, a constitutional 
lawyer and historian of the Uni­
ted States Supreme Court, is the 
author of The Supreme Court of 
the United State and On Law 
and Justice. He is past president 
of the American Academy of 
Arts and Sciences, and is pres­
ently in his thirty-fifth year as 
a Professor of Law at Harvard 
University.)
Education was once defined 
by John Maynard Keynes as “the 
»inculcation of the incomprehen­
sible into the ignorant by the in­
competent” ; but we know that 
this is a gross canard, because 
students today are far from ig­
norant. Are thiey wise as well 
as knowing? The student genera­
tion insists that learning must 
be pertinent to their immediate 
personal problems, to their 
search, in the current phrase, 
for their self-identity. This atti­
tude, it seems to me, is one of 
maturity insofar as it rejects 
the self by transcending it. We 
apprehend the immediate in all 
its fullness through the light of 
perspective.
To put the issue more con­
cretely, how can we justify our 
immediate immersion in the arts 
and the humanities as something 
more than a taste for the decor­
ative embellishments of life 
which are as irrelevant and in­
congruous at this hour as Vic­
torian bustles would be in a 
crowd of mini skirts? How can
liberal education help to cope, 
for example, with two of the 
principal domestic crises of our 
time — the crises of power of 
confrontation and the crisis of 
the power of technology?
First, consider the power of 
confrontation as a form of pro­
test, a reflection of the spirit
that demands which have not 
been heard can be made to be 
felt, that rational discussion is 
no longer fruitful and the way 
to achieve ends is by the force 
of physical coercion. I do not 
mean to pursue the theme of 
civil disobedience, beyond ob­
serving that direct disobedience 
of a morally repugnant law on 
grounds of conscience (“I can 
do no other” ) rs a less complex 
moral problem, for all its an­
guish, that a decision to dis­
obey unrelated laws as a form 
of political pressure, where the 
prudential aspects of the choice 
become highly important. Nor 
need I labor the point that so­
ciety will not condone lawless­
ness Whether it occurs on the 
campuses or in the streets.
But there is a deeper question. 
Although to suppress these 
movements is not too difficult 
as a matter of physical force, 
this by itself is not an exercise 
of the highest art of government. 
The role of government is like 
that of art itself —-to impose a 
measure o»f order on the dis­
order of experience while re­
specting and not utterly sup­
pressing the underlying diversity, 
spontaneity, and disarray. For 
civilization itself is a continuous 
tension between tradition and 
change, between heritage and 
heresy. The best statement I 
know of this is by Alfred North 
Whitehead, in his little book on 
symbolism, where he says, ‘‘It 
is the first step in sociological 
wisdom to recognize that the ma­
jor advances in civilization 
are processes which all but 
wreck the societies in which 
they occur, like, unto an 
arrow in the hand o>f a child. 
The art of free society con­
sists first in the maintenance of 
the symbolic code, and second­
ly in fearlessness of revision, to
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secure that the code serves 
those purposes which satisfy an 
enlightened reason. Those socie­
ties which cannot combine rev­
erence for their symbols with 
freedom of revision must ulti­
mately decay from anarchy or 
from the slow atrophy of a life 
stifled by useless shadows.”
To appreciate this truth re­
quires more than intellectual 
commitment. It requires the 
understanding that comes with 
feeling, the capacity to imagine 
what we know and observe, to 
respond not out of fear or ven­
geance or pedantic imitation of 
the past but out of understand­
ing in the way that a musical 
performer understands a score— 
not only cerebrally but inaes- 
thetically. It Ls ‘as true today 
as when Sheliley wrote his De­
fense of Poetry that “We want 
me creative t acuity to imagine 
that which we know. We want 
the generous impulse to act 
that which we imagine. We want 
the poetry of life.” Because a 
■liberal education means, or 
should mean, that we have learn­
ed to exercise our imagination 
in a dhciplined way against a 
resisting medium, whether it be 
language or numbers or canvas 
or metal; because it teaches 
us that true understanding is a 
tension between the frenzy of 
an insight and the discipline of 
an equation, a liberally educat­
ed person can best understand, 
and help others to understand 
with sensitivity, and judge with 
comprehension, the moral crisis 
of confrontation.
The second great crisis to 
which I have referred, the pow­
er of technology, is quite differ­
ent and yet interrelated, for I 
believe that the disaffection of 
the student generation is due 
basically to the great gap be­
tween the potentiality and the 
actuality of our technological 
civilization. A French scientist 
said some thirty yeans ago that 
science has taught us how to be­
come gods before we have learn­
ed to be men. Science and tech­
nology promise us in the fore­
seeable future that we shall be 
able t0 manipulate genetic in­
heritance; that we shall be able 
to control human behavior 
through chemical substances the 
implant of electrodes; that we 
shall be able to prolong human 
life through the transplantation 
of organs; and that computers 
will deliver up at our call a host 
of stored information, much of 
which could be of the mast ind- 
mate and personal sort, for a 
computer, though it may know 
all, does not have the capacity 
to forget or forgive. Someone, 
the story goes, fed a tape into a 
computer with he question “Is 
there a God?” and after the
wheels clicked and whirled, the 
tape came out with the message, 
“There is now.” But I don’t 
want to be understood as anti- 
scientific. Quite the contrary. 
My point is rather that we suf­
fer from the default of the hu­
manities and the social sciences 
in preparing us, as the French 
biologist said, to be men.
Philo ophy has too often de­
teriorated into a branch of math­
ematics or linguists. Political 
science has become quantified so 
that the questions being asked are 
those trivial enough to be answer­
ed by the capacity of present day 
computing machines. Somehow 
the old question of the meaning 
of justice, the legitimacy of au­
thority, the obligation of fidelity 
to law . . . these questions if 
they are considered systemati­
cally at all seem to be consign­
ed to the preserve of the law 
schools, but these are questions 
far too important to be left 
to the professionals. The scien­
tists themselves are appealing to 
the non-professionals to guide 
them in resolving those moral 
questions which their own efforts 
have inescapably rai-ed.
If a liberal education does not 
address itself to tlie.se basic is­
sues of the proper u;es of tech­
nology, then technology will by 
default become a frankenstein. 
We are told by scientists that 
we are now able to accomplish 
virtually anything we seek and 
so the question is necessarily, 
now and in the future — what 
should we seek? Far the first 
time in history thf> pressing ques­
tion before society is not what 
can be done, but what ought to 
be done, and so the relevance of 
the moral teachcrs of the past 
is surely not less than ever be­
fore. Socrates is as relevant of 
day as Sartre. We will have to 
live increasangly with moral 
ambiguities. The often conflicting 
rights of the living individual 
and the claims of posterity, the 
obligation of law observance and 
the duty of private conscience, 
are themes that run through the 
greatest literature from Anti­
gone to Hamlet to Billy Budd. It 
will not be an easy world in 
which these moral ambiguities 
will be pressing, if not for solu­
tion at least to be lived with 
unders/tandingly, and yet they 
are not different from the prob­
lems which the minds of the past 
have wrestled with save in their 
urgency and pace. To adapt a 
phrase of Justice Homes — 
“when you take off the lion’s 
skin of jargon, you find the 
same old jackass of a moral 
problem underneath.” The beck­
oning task of the liberal arts is 
to give us a look beneath the 
skin.
1971 Constructive Colloquy
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Plenty of records broken 
in IM track meet at Whiting
Records galore were broken in 
the annual Lniramural Track 
Meet, held Saturday May 22, at 
Whiting Field.
The Figis won in the Frater­
nity Division, with 46 points. The 
Phi Dells were fairly close in 
9econd, wih 361£. Other frater­
nity scores were: Delts 18, Phi 
Taus 17, and Betas 22.
In the Hal Division, I PC walk­
ed away with first plaice honors, 
getting 41 Vi points. Flantz was 
second with 20, and the Faculty 
third with 4.
Most of the Beta’s points were 
nailed down by Lance Alwin, as 
he set records in the shot put 
(44’3V4” ) and discus (127’5M). 
Steve B lorn berg of the Phi Delts 
was also a double winner, taking 
the 75 yard dash in eight seconds 
flat, and the 330 in 38.1. Both 
times were records.
Bob Baker of the Figis broke 
the 660 record with a time of 
1:30.3, and Bob Abernathy, also of 
the Figis, set a record with his 
10’4V4” pole vault. Tom Lied-
Women’s tennis 
meet - all LaCrosse
Lawrence University’s fifth an­
nual Tennis Tournament for Col­
lege Women was helld Saturday, 
May 22, on the home tennis 
courts but for the most part, it 
looked like LaCrosse State was 
holding a practice.
Both singles and doubles were 
won by the LaCrosse girls, who 
easily handled teams from Be­
loit, UW-Green Bay, Oshkosh 
State, Whitewater State, and 
Stevens Point State.
In the finals of the singles com­
petition LaCrosse’s Barb Jacobs 
defeated her teammate, Deb 
Schachtner, 6-1, 6-4. In the 
semi-finals, both girls had to de­
feat girls from Lawrence. Ja­
cobs beat Lawrence’s Jackie Nix­
on, 6-3. 6-0, and Schachtner had 
to rally to beat Nikki Sestok, 3- 
6, 7-6, 6-1.
Other Lawrence singles play­
ers didn’t fare as well, however. 
Julie Myers was beaten by Con­
nie Orlenko of Whitewater in a 
pro set in the second round, 11-9. 
Margie Mook of Beloit took care 
of Chris Chillton 10-5 in the sec­
ond round, also in a pro set 
LaCrosse also won the consola­
tion singles, as LuRae Wilhelm 
defeated Debbie Bums of Stev­
ens Point, 6-0, 6-4.
The doubles competition was 
even more LaCrosse-dominated, 
as that school placed all four of 
its teams in the semi-finals. In 
the finals, the team of Kathy 
Adamavich with Mancie Hollen­
beck defeated Marily Skrivseth 
and Terri Cassidy, 6-4, 6-1.
Lawrence managed to salvage 
some respite by winning the con­
solation title. The team of Ann 
Carpenter and Pam Bryan beat 
Stevens Point’s team of Rose 
Mischke and at Sullivan in two 
sets of 6-0.
Mary Dalton and Sue Isley of 
Lawrence lost in the quarter­
finals to the winning team, 10-1 
in a pro set. Sue Sprague and 
Diane Sayler lost in the first 
round to Sherry Diamond and 
Pam Zielke of Whitewater, 6-1
tke’s 19’7%” in the long jump 
assured him both a victory and 
a record, and George Steed of 
the Delts took 3:30.9 to make 3 
trips around the track, also a rec­
ord. Other winners were Orlando 
Holway of the Phi Delts in the 
javelin, and the Figi 880 relay 
team consisting of Dave Araka- 
wa, Doug Smith, Bob Baker, and 
Steve LeVan-
There were also female par­
ticipants in the meet. Judy Ex- 
ner set records in the shot put 
(18’lVfe” ) and the discus (44’ 
11” ).. Ann Blomgren >von the long 
jump in a record 14’2y4” to close 
out the women’s field events.
Krisha Rogers set a record of 
2:26 in winning the 660. Anna 
Hawk was both a double winner 
and a double record-sttter as she 
sped to a 6.7 time in the 50 yard 
dash, and also won the 220 in 
29.2- To round out the women’s 
competition, the 440 relay team 
of Blomberg, Rogers, Hawk and 
Martha Long set a record of 61 
seconds flat.
Four members of the 1971 Law­
rence University baseball team 
have been named to the Midwest 
Conference All-Conference team, 
it was announced Wednesday.
Elected to the northern division 
of the Midwest Conference dream 
team for the second time was 
sophomore Dave Rothschild, the 
Viking shortstop. c
With Rothschild on the All-Con­
ference team, all for the first 
time, are the rest of his infield 
compatriots .They include senior 
Marty Thumblad, Northfiedd, 
Minn, first base; junior Dave Ar- 
akawa, second base, and fresh­
man Steve Blomberg, third base.
Blomberg was the big gun for 
the Vikings’ offense this season,
leading the team in every offen­
sive category but one and setting 
nine offensive and defensive rec­
ords at third base. He batted a 
pheiiumenal .485, drove in 20 
runs, hit six triples and five 
doubles, and had a slugging per­
centage of .868.
Rothschild set three records 
this year, including most assists 
for an infielder, with 50. He bat­
ted .339, stole 11 bases and struck 
out only twice in 76 at bats
Arakawa finished second to 
Blomberg in hitting with a .406 
average and also drove in 10 
runs. Arakawa did not start un­
til the ninth game of the season 
due to a leg injury sustained in 
a fail during football season.
London footballers beaten by Stanford
by George Wyeth
The Lawrence University Lon­
don Center foo<.batlll squad was 
edged by a star-studded Stan­
ford team, 45-M:. The contest 
took place at the Stanford home 
field at the Cliveden Estates.
The Vikes were quarterbacked 
by Mike MacKenzie and Tom 
Andrew against a tough defense 
w hich included a Robe Bowl vet­
eran, gaining four first downs 
with eight completed passes. 
Their only score was credited by
the soorekeepers for a defensive 
pilay by Tom Nathan, who got 
a hand on a nevertheless suc­
cessful field goai kick.
The Indians scored seven 
touchdowns (without extra 
points) and the field goal. They 
were quarterbacked by a 1970 
Shrine game veteran who had 
meant to challenge Heismon 
Trophy w inn or Jim Plunkett for 
the number one Varsity job, but 
was injured between seasons.
The final play of the game 
nearly saw a breakaway score 
by Harold Jordan after a long 
completed pass from Andrew. 
However, Jordan was intercepted 
by a lone Stanford defensive 
back.
The Lawrence squad consisted 
of Andrew, MacKenzie, Jordan, 
Nathan, Jerry Welhouse, Dick 
See both, Tom Hosmanek, Dick 
Kate, Tom Crofts, and George 
Wyeth. Stanford fielded two full 
platoons for offense and defense, 
plus extra reinforcements.
A rematch is tentatively plan­
ned at the in-towners home field 
of Hyde Park, but no definite 
arrangements have been made.
SUPERBOARD MEMBER 
Wanted: Junior member of 
Superboard of Control to serve 
one year as secretary and 
then as chairman* Please sub­
mit petitions and /or questions 
to Jan Bragg (ext 350) or 
John Oberwetter (ext 331).
Thurnblad was tlve sole senior 
on the Viking baseball team and 
was also their captain. He batted 
.328, and drove in 27 runs, which 
was second only to Blomberg. He 
set two records for first basemen 
and finished second in overall 
fielding with a .939 fielding per­
centage. *
The four all-conferende picks 
were all instrumental! in their 8- 
11 season record, the best ever 
by a Lawrence baseball team, 
and a 5-3 conferer.ce record, 
which was good for second place 
behind St. Olaf. Since this year’s 
team was so young, the excellent 
play by the infield was what held 
the team together.
The two division winners in 
Midwe.t Conference play this 
year placed the most players on 
the All-Conference teams. Mon­
mouth College, winner of the 
Southern Division title, placed six 
men and St- Olaf, Northern Div­
ision winner, placed five. Law­
rence and Kinox both placed four 
men on the teams; Carleton and 
Cornell each had three ,and Rip- 
on and Coe each had two.
The Vikings’ Rothschild was 
one of four players elected for 
the second time and only Steve 
Elllerbuseh, St. Olaf catcher, was 
named to the all-star unit for the 
third time.
Cheerleader Clinic 
peps up LU summer
Lawrence University will be 
host to the Nation-Wide Cheer­
leaders Association for a sum­
mer cheerleading clinic to be 
held June 27-July L
Camp directors Ron and Jean 
Zucchelli said the camp will be 
open to all girls in grades seven 
through 12. The camp will fea­
ture intensive training in var­
ious cheerleading techniques, in­
cluding pom poii routines, or­
ganized yell-crowd motivation and 
control, songs, chante and pep 
rallies.
Registration for the cheerlead­
ers’ clinic can be made by con­
tacting Nation-Wide Cheerlead­
ers Association, 701 St, 
Saltsburg, Penn. (15681). Cost of 
the camp as $66, including a $15 
registration fee.
CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
For appointment dial 9-1805 
231 E. College Ave. Appleton, Wis.
NIKKI SESTOK, number one singles player for the women’s 
Tennis Team was defeated in the semi-finals by LaCrosse 
player Deb Schactener.
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T h e  c o a c h e s  a n s w e r  t h e  b ig  
q u e s t i o n s  a b o u t  s p o r t s  a t  L U
by Mark Cebulski
Athletics at Lawrence Is cer­
tainly a unique phenomenon. In 
this age of scholarships being 
given by the Ohio States and 
Notre Dames, the Midwest Con­
ference, of whidh Lawrence is 
a member, stands out as an or­
ganization dedicated to sports 
for the sake of sports, not as a 
door-die business.
This has various implications 
for coach, player, and student, 
not to mention implications for 
the entire state of athletics at 
Lawrence.
These implications are what 
the writer wishes to explore. 
Exactly what is the purpose of 
athletics at Lawrence? Exactly 
where do Lawrence athletics 
stand, and w(hy?
In order to get a true perspec­
tive on athletics at Lawrence, 
one would have to go to the men 
who know them most—the coach­
es.
Three coaches were picked 
whom the writer felt could say 
the most about LU athletics 
from their experience. Gene 
Davis, track, swimming, and 
cross country coach, has the 
longest tenure of any active 
coach—15 years. The old master, 
Bernie Heselton, has recently 
completed a 33-year Lawrence 
career, m which he was golf 
coach for all 33, football coach 
for 27, wrestling coach for 23, 
and athletic director for 10. Las* 
but definitely not least, Ron 
Roberts has been head football 
coach since 1965, and is the pres­
ent athletic director, having tak­
en over the reins from Heselton 
a year ago.
Coach Davis chose to put down 
on paper his opinions on Law­
rence ath’etics. The following 
are his observations:
R'eplying to the question, 
“What purpose does athletics 
serve at Lawrence?” . . . ‘“I 
will answer as I have .seen and 
coached Lawrence athletics over 
the past 15 years.
"Colleges have substantiated 
the fact that most male athletes 
do not reach their athletic peak 
until between the ages of 18 to 
25; therefore, many do not ful­
fill their potential in their sport 
until in college. Recent studies 
have shown that almost 80'; of 
the men at Lawrence are involv­
ed in some sort of athletic par­
ticipation. Considering these 
facte, it shows that athletics at 
Lawrence are meeting a need.
COACH GEN E DAVIS
“Athletics at Lawrence also 
serve as a daily (1-2 hour) diver­
sion from the extensive efforts 
of scholarly pursuit as required 
by all academic courses. Over 
the last 15 years here many men 
have told me that without thus 
daily athletic training they would 
not have finished their education 
at Lawrence. They also stated 
(substantiated by Dean Vandor- 
bush's report in 1968* that this 
training required them to regu­
late their time for studies, ath­
letics, and social life, thereby 
helping their grade average most 
while training and competing in 
their sport.
“In general, but also applying 
to Lawrence: athletics, with the 
daily training and the successes 
and failures of competition, de­
velop personal friendships that 
last a lifetime, as weHl as close 
loyalties to the college itself. I 
also fe6l athletics help prepare 
men for the trials and tribula­
tions oif later life.
“Although not the real pur­
pose of Lawrence athletics, many 
Lawrence athletes have never­
theless used their athletic train­
ing as a part of their vocations 
after graduation. To name a 
few: Professor George Waiter, a 
former football coach; Dick 
Boya, Lawrence Vice President, 
also a former football coach; 
Don Boya, Associate Director of 
Admissions, a former Lawrence 
head basketball coach; Bill Bur­
ton, Superintendent of Wausau 
Public Schools, former football 
coach; and Bob Mueller, present 
head Lawrence baseball coach.”
Heselton’s views have been 
taken (with his permission) from 
a recent interview in the Apple­
ton Post-Crescent by Sports Edi­
tor John L. Paustian.
Heselton agrees with Davis 
that the biggest reason for con­
tinuing collegiate athletics is to 
accommodate those who “want 
it, need it, and enjoy it . . . what 
would there be for those with 
exceptional athletic ability if 
sports were eliminated?”
COACH BERN IE HESELTON
Although the “rah, rah” ap­
proach to athletics is gone, says 
Heselton, many students will 
still come out to watch a title 
contender.
However, Coach Hesedon doesn’t 
attach too much importance to 
this. Crowds may be fine, “But 
I still believe the basic thing is 
to provide a program for those 
who like athletics.”
Emphatic in his belief that 
LU’s current group of inter-col­
legiate sports should stay on a 
varsity rather than on a club 
level, Heselton feels that club 
sports lack needed continuity, 
and flourish only during years 
of strong leadership.
Heselton does not agree with 
the theory that the college ath­
lete isn’t as dedicated as he 
used to be. The “authentic” ath­
letes are still dedicated, he 
says.
The big difference is In what 
Heselton terms the “fringe 
group.” This group comes out 
for sports when it’s the popular 
thing to do. and many of this 
type are staying out of athle tics 
today. In a year or two, more 
members of the fringe group will 
want to get back in, according 
to Heselton. “It may be taper­
ing off already.”
“Intelligent discipline” is need­
ed in athletics today, says Hes­
elton. “You don’t need a goose- 
stepping discipline, but you need 
some. The dedicated athletes 
will go along with us on it.” 
"You drive by leading . . .  be 
as tough as you can but as 
smooth as you can,” said Hesel­
ton.
According to present athletic 
director Ron Roberts, a school 
needs three things in order to 
build up an athletic program: 
an increase in the staff to pro­
vide more individual attention 
for athletes (“We’re losing a 
coach next year” ), providing 
better attractions for athletic 
activities, such as good hotels 
and good trips. (“We can’t do 
that because we have to save 
money” ), and athletes them­
selves; to do this, an athletic 
department must aggressively 
go after excellent student ath­
letes (This is out of our hands— 
we do the best we can” ).
Although, according to Roberts, 
“our coaches and athletes do as 
good a job as any other school” 
in trying to recruit athletes, 
“the Admissions Department has 
other problems. They have to 
have students other than ath­
letes.”
This is not bad in itself, Rob­
erts points out, but the fact is 
that, “You work real hard, but 
the returns are poor. It gets very 
discouraging.”
There are many fine athletes 
in the Fox Cities, saiid Roberts, 
and many of Lawrence’s fine 
teams were built from athletes 
from this area. He noted that 
there were 15 players from the 
greater Appleton area on the 
1967 championship football team, 
many more than there were on 
his recent 1970 squad, which fin­
ished eighth.
Roberts blames this dropoff of 
local athletes on the image 
which Lawrence presents to the 
Fox Cities area. “We’re having 
some problems there. Our im­
age locally is one of a music 
school. Here is one place where 
the Admissions Department could 
help out,” stated Roberts.
It takes more than just the 
coaches to talk a good athlete 
into coming to a school, Roberts 
elaborated. “We used to have a 
lot of help from the Admissions 
Department in this type of 
thing.” He noted the valuable 
help he received from the de­
partment in landing All-America 
quarterback Chuck McKee, an 
Appleton product.
Now, although Appleton West 
athletes John Ziemer and Don 
Hietpas were tied for number 
one in their graduating classes, 
Roberts was the only person 
who talked to them about com­
ing to Lawrence.
“And it isn’t that good student- 
athJetes can’t be found,” Rob­
erts emphasized. In a survey of 
the student body taken in 1968, 
the grade point average of the 
athletes was higher than the 
rtfct of the campus.
However, because of poorer 
attractions for athletes, less in­
dividual attention because of a 
smaller coaching staff, and an 
overall deemphasis on athletics, 
Lawrence is able to get quite a 
few good athletes, but not enough 
excellent ones, the “blue-chip- 
pers’’ upon which championship 
teams are built.
The situation has deteriorated 
to the point where although Law­
rence was second in the confer­
ence the total sports composite 
in 1967, it is ninth in 1971, and 
struggling to stay out of the 
cellar.
Does Roberts see any way out 
of this predicament? Not imme­
diately, at least: “It would take 
us two years to get back up. 
Everybody’s getting better, so 
we won’t get that much better 
right away. Other schools are 
lowering their admissions and are 
trying to fill up their classes.”
It will get better if outstand­
ing athletes are found right away; 
that is, in next year’s freshman 
class. “If we don’t get a good 
frosh class next year, we’re go­
ing to lose a good junior class, 
and we could really have prob­
lems. Our freshman class this 
year isn’t too good. You always 
need a group to reinforce the 
group that’s leaving.”
Thus, time will tell, and quick­
ly, whether Lawrence returns to 
greater athletic prominence, or 
whether athletics will continue 
to flounder on the edge of incom­
petence.
Varsity awards given out at spring athletic meeting
Five Lawrence athletes were 
singled out for special awards 
at Law’rence University’s Spring 
Athletic Meeting in Stansbury 
Theatre of the Music-Drama 
Center Sunday night.
Varsity awards to members of 
the Viking track, tennis, golf and 
baseball teams were also pre­
sented at the meeting.
Awarded the Iden Charles 
Champion Cup was senior Rick 
Farmer, a three-year member 
of the Viking basketball team, 
who in the past served as edi­
tor in chief of The Lawrentian.
The Iden Charles Cup is award­
ed to “the be t^ all-around man 
on the basis of athfletic ability, 
scholarship and college spirit and 
loyalty.”
Mark Frodesen was named 
winner of the Arthur C. Denney 
trophy, Frodeson received the 
trophy on the basis of accumu­
lating the greatest number of 
points during the season in inter­
collegiate track competition. Also 
a requirement ?or the trophy is 
the recommendation of the uni­
versity track coach and display 
of team spirit and leadership 
qualities.
The Charles E. Pond Sport 
Trophy, awarded annually to a 
Lawrence athlete for all-around 
athletic ability in two or more 
sport?, notably supplemented by 
sportsmanship, school spirit and 
scholarship, went to Ken Zwclin- 
ski, who participated in both 
football and track at Lawrence.
Zwdlinski will be a co-captain 
of the Viking football team in 
the fall.
Lance Alwin, Lawrence’s three­
time all-conference selection in 
fototball who has signed a free- 
agent contract with the Green 
Bay Packers? became the first 
Lawrence athlete to receive a 
Lawrence Lettermen’s Ring, 
awarded to seniors wih0 have 
earned six or more varsity let­
ters during his collegiate career. 
Alwin lettered three times in 
football, twice in track, and once 
in wrestling at Lawrence.
The Lettermen's Ring takes 
the place of the “honors blan- 
quet” previously awarded tc six- 
time letter winners in recogni­
tion of their outstanding ath­
letic achievements.
The university’s outstanding 
freshman award went to Steve 
Blomberg, the Viking baseball
team’s third baseman who set 
nine offensive and defensive rec­
ords for Lawrence this spring. 
Blomberg, elected to the Mid­
west Conference All-Conference 
team, hit .485 for the Vikes this 
spring, the fourth highest bat­
ting average in the country ac­
cording to statistics compiled for 
the dodlege division of NCAA. 
With six triples, Blomberg was 
second in the NCAA’s college di­
vision totals.
Blomberg was one of five nom­
inees for the Outstanding Fresh­
man Award. Others nominated 
were Tom Brown, who participat­
ed in football, basketball and 
baseball in his initial year at 
Lawrence, Dennis Quinlan, who 
lettered in cross-country, wres­
tling and track, Steve Ehren, 
out in his first year for football, 
basketball and baseball; and 
John Draheim, wh© played foot­
ball and was a member of the 
Viking wrestling and track 
teams in has first year.
Also at the meeting, varsity 
awards in golf were presented to 
senior Craig Christensen, juniors 
William (Bris) Gannett, Kim 
Maiiterson, William Riebel, and 
freshman Richard Stark.
Varsity award winners in base­
ball were senior Marty Thurn- 
blad, juniors David Arakawa, 
Scott Ferguston, Michael Grogan, 
Lawrence Nowlin; sophomores 
Mark Cebulski, Kenneth Howell, 
David Rothschild, Daniel Toycen, 
freshmen Steve Blomberg, Thom­
as Brown, Edward Edwards, 
Stephen Ehrens, Donald Hietpas, 
and Larry Tremaine.
Letter winners in track were 
seniors Mark Frodesen, Dennis 
O’Briant and Kenneth Zwolin- 
ski, juniors J. Douglas Gilbert, 
John Stroemer, Williiam Trauba, 
Kent Vincent, C. Stratton War­
den; sophomores Thomas Cutler, 
Wildiam Davenport, William 
Gruetzmacher, Joseph Michel, 
David S. Spear, and Bitoek 
Woods; and freshmen Francis 
Campbell, Brian Farmer, Wil­
liam Jensen, Andrew Kalnow, 
1 homas Keith, Ronald Lee, Den­
nis Quinlan, Ira Rock and Rob­
ert Thickens.
Lettermen in tennis were se­
nior David Simmons, junior Jo- 
esph Lipari, sophbmore Kim An- 
gelides, and freshmen Gary Bel- 
laek, Jeffrey Martin, and R. 
Scott Russell.
COACH RON ROBERTS
